Player 1: Connected!
We’ll always remember 2020 as the year time stood still. Almost two years
later, and the world remains suspended in the weight of the global pandemic. As
old routines were put on pause, one of the biggest differences we’ve seen is how
traditional media inevitably passed the torch onto digital.
With plans falling through and nowhere to be, we’re even less eager to look
up from our devices, flocking onto the digital space for any sense of connection.
Friendly hangouts turned into Netflix parties or gaming sessions, while workplaces
also collectively shifted to virtual operations, fully integrating project management
tools, messaging apps, and Calendar meets.
Virtual reigned supreme this year, marking a new era of digital marketing where
businesses had to work on the fly to keep their brands afloat in a sea of screens. A year
later, some digital marketing practices successfully navigated the changing tides,
while others sank to the depths.
But what were the factors that eased digital marketers into smooth sailing?
Explore all that and more as we do a deep dive into the marketing trends that shaped
the digital landscape of 2021.
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In November 2021, Facebook made headlines once more as Mark Zuckerberg
unveiled his Meta master plan — signalling the start of the Metaverse, hinged on the
promise of an interconnected reality. However, as novel as it sounds, the concept of
the metaverse actually dates back to 1992.
In Snow Crash, American sci-fi author Neal Stephenson first described the
metaverse as a reality that combines our digital selves with our actual lives, converging
in a shared online space.
But what does this mean for digital marketing in the future?
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“Facebook/Meta is trying to brand a concept that has been around since the
90s,” says Rocky Sunico (Chief Operations Officer, Hashtag Interactive). “Hardcore
marketers know this is mainly a big marketing spin in order to help rebrand the company
and help it distance itself from its past regulatory issues and political controversies.”

Being the biggest social media conglomerate in the world, Facebook has
experienced its share of controversy — from massive data leaks and privacy breaches,
to Zuckerberg’s dismissal of Facebook’s role in the spread of disinformation worldwide.
As Terrie Guttierez (Creative Director - Content, Hashtag Interactive) puts it, “For
a while now, Facebook has become this big mega-corporation that has its fingers in
most aspects of the digital sphere, but was still manifesting as this innocent app we
go to to connect to friends and family.” Upon the introduction of Meta, she likened
the pivotal reveal to an “unmasking”: showing the true extent of Facebook’s grasp on
our lives over the years.
Gimmick or not, people have still expressed concern over the implications
of Meta, making it clear that the general public hasn’t forgotten about Facebook’s
privacy hiccups. In which case, if the Meta launch really were a PR stunt, Zuckerberg
ultimately failed to divert attention from his company’s missteps.
That said, should we be worried? Probably not for a while. At its bare bones,
Meta promises a future of AR and innovation-driven solutions to everyday life, but it’s
still mostly talk for now. It might take a while before we see the actual effects of the big
change, as it remains in its conceptual stage.
“I think Metaverse is still in its nascent stage,” explains Vincent Chin (Managing
Partner Executive, Hashtag Interactive). “Just like NFTs, there’s a lot of conversations
and everyone is talking about it but few actually know what it really is.”
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Similarly,Mina Sunico-Chin(Managing Partner Executive, Hashtag Interactive)
details how we would probably be one of the last crowds to experience the Metaverse.
“It takes a while for things to hit Asia, so they will test in other markets first, for sure.”

POV: It’s 2021, and everyone’s on TikTok.
Initially, TikTok had its humble beginnings as Douyin, a video sharing platform
where people would post covers and collaborate with other artists. In 2017, ByteDance
acquired the rival app Musical.ly, along with its 200 million user base to seal the deal.
From there, the company launched TikTok, which quickly skyrocketed as the new “It”
platform.
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Today, TikTok is almost synonymous with the Gen Z crowd, and because of this
emerging market, it didn’t take long for businesses to dance to the same beat. Last
year saw the launch of TikTok for Business, a platform optimised for brands to build
engagements and expand their reach on the thriving video app.
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“They’re aggressively trying to onboard marketing partners without setting firm
certification requirements like Google and Facebook, which is smart since they’re still
a new player in the paid space,” Rocky further elaborates. “Their advertising model is
different from the likes of Facebook, and that’s both exciting because of its potential
but challenging since it’s hard to benchmark them against our other ad solutions.”
As popular as it is, TikTok’s claim to fame as a marketing platform comes with
its own set of challenges. Nowadays, audiences are much more inclined to sniff out
marketing tactics, and when you mix business into something that’s supposed to be
a creative outlet, it could spell disaster for your brand — if not done wisely.
“Forced campaigns stand out negatively,” says Chris Costello (Creative Director
- Design, Hashtag Interactive). TikTok definitely opens doors for many businesses,
but they have to learn the tools of the trade to generate content that resonates with
their target audience.
“I think it’s forcing brands to make more current, platform-specific, engaging, and
authentic campaigns,” Mina surmises. “It also forces brands to use more influencers,
but also be selective with the influencers they pick.”
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Having a strong message is one thing, but it takes strategy to hit the mark on your
desired target. With digital taking the lead this year, it also emphasised performance
marketing as the focal point of any brand’s marketing arsenal.
Since everyone’s finding solace in their devices, businesses have had to step
up their digital game to tap into their audiences. Last year, agencies across the globe
spent over $332 billion in digital ads — and by the end of 2021, it’s projected to
increase by 17%.
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In principle, performance marketing combines paid advertising and brand
marketing to reach a specific target — whether in sales, bookings, leads, or downloads.
This results-driven approach places a measurable number on a brand’s success,
challenging agencies and marketers to put in the work and generate big numbers for
their clients.
“During the first few months of the pandemic, there was a lot of hesitancy
around spending and everyone’s marketing plans were either deferred indefinitely
or put on hold,” Rocky explains. Much like other industries, brands and companies
had to finetune their marketing strategy according to the “new normal,” which
drove a significant shift to digital-first campaigns and the rush to develop stronger
e-commerce solutions.
The shift to performance marketing transformed 2021’s digital landscape into a
highly competitive numbers game — but how does this reflect on our work?

“In terms of social, Facebook and IG still have the highest penetration when it
comes to use in the region,” Mina details. “We have a few clients wanting to experiment
with Tiktok, but we haven’t had a lot of accounts wanting to use Tiktok as an alwayson channel. Some of the brands we work with say that when they run campaigns
on the platform, they don’t perform so well — I would take that with a grain of salt
though because there are a number of factors why a campaign may not work on a
new platform.”
Should the digital rush continue, we can also expect a different status quo
in the years ahead. “The big players like Google Ads and Facebook are still pretty
steady, but I do see a strong potential for new players to start to carve out a piece of
the marketing pie for themselves,” Rocky proposes. “TikTok’s advertising solutions
are definitely something of key interest to many and we’re also encountering new
programmatic solutions.”
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From a technical aspect, changes in online policies may also affect the trajectory
of performance marketing in the coming years. As Vincent puts it, “Privacy, data
and cookies pretty much summed up digital marketing in 2021; the iOS14 update
was quite a game changer which got digital marketers scrambling to adapt. Now,
we are preparing our clients for first-party data marketing as we navigate through a
cookieless future.”
With that, we can only anticipate how new contenders will level the playing field
of performance marketing in the years to come. But currently speaking, it’s important
for brands and companies to get a head start on performance marketing if they plan
on being around for the long run.

Since the pandemic, the change of trends in the digital space has been faster
than ever. Constant adaptation has always been the game of the Internet, but the last
two years has given us a lot of apps and platforms to test out in attempts of reshaping
how we market or engage.

Audio-only apps
Audio-only apps, in particular, shot up in popularity in the beginning of 2021.
And why wouldn’t they? They provided the same value of insightful face-to-face
conversations with virtual rooms and drop-in listening sessions without in-person
contact.
Unfortunately, even with the highest of hypes, “adapt or die” remains true for
new apps.
“Audio-only apps had some interesting potential in the beginning since
they were so new and novel, but the ephemeral nature of their content has them
questionable,” says Rocky.
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Longevity is not just launching with a unique feature, it’s a lot of build-up and
remodeling, if necessary. Most apps don’t stay too long once things die down. Case
in point: Clubhouse.
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“I don’t think any of the apps did particularly well, to be honest. Had high hopes
for Clubhouse, given the hype, but I think the initial by-invite only really scuppered
their growth,” adds Terrie.
Incidentally Facebook Live Audio, Spotify Greenroom, and Twitter Spaces may
be in danger of irrelevance soon.
“Currently, I feel what took off in Singapore is FB Live,” states Vincent.

Short-form vertical content
Timed (usually) under a minute, thoroughly produced, and effective: content
and ads need to hit all these requirements to command audiences these days.
Maybe TV and radio had the right idea; with the rise of short-form vertical platforms
demanding creativity, brevity, and influence, we’ve come full circle.
To date, TikTok reigns supreme in this department. It’s shown the most impact
as of late, but it’s likely not to be for everyone.
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Instagram Reels, Twitter Fleets, LinkedIn Stories, and YouTube Shorts have
tried to thrive in the space sphere, but only a couple of them may actually take off and
grow in the coming year.
Rocky elaborates, “Twitter Fleets and LinkedIn Stories are already gone and
I personally feel that people don’t quite know what to do with Instagram Reels yet.
YouTube Shorts has a bit more potential based on the quality of the content I’m seeing
thus far, but this is more of a personal opinion as a content consumer.”
Twitter, additionally, has “low penetration” in Singapore and Instagram Reels
just rolled out in Asia, according to Mina, so TikTok remains the biggest player for
now.
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Events have always been a staple of marketing, but 2020 put a screeching halt
to in-person activations and made ways for virtual events to blossom.
One of TikTok’s #ForYou Culture Driver Summit, for example, debuted
groundbreaking research with aims to take brands to the next level. This is after their
early-year #ForYou Summit that ushered in a new era of culture and commerce on the
platform.
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Live offline events can be quite restrictive with regards to capacity and have a
higher barrier in terms of getting people to attend, while virtual ones come with a few
new things to explore.
“We’ve been able to reach a wider audience, for sure. It’s exciting in a way —
we can do product launches and live auctions,” says Mina. That being said, they’re
not without drawbacks. While virtual events are “easier to attend,” marketers need to
work harder for their webinars to stand out.
“Live streaming was a game-changer and something we see small businesses
pivoting to quite successfully,” adds Vincent.
However, as the world slowly recovers in 2021, there’s been an increase of
efforts to go back to in-person activations.
“Many Singapore-based events in the third and fourth quarter of the year have
been conducted as hybrid events with in-person attendance and online participation,
but I feel that virtual is sort of on their way out as we return to a more “normal” way of
living,” explains Rocky.
A survey made by SmartBrief, 55% of respondents say in-person events will be
part of their post-pandemic planning, as marketers try to strike a balance between onsite and online events.

Last October, Facebook and its platforms Messenger, Instagram, and WhatsApp
had a global outage that lasted six hours. This phenomenon affected people and
businesses across the world, whether it’s regarding communication, ads, and more.
In a statement released by Facebook, they explained that the cause of the crash
was “a configuration change to the backbone routers that coordinate network traffic
between the company’s data centres, which had a cascading effect, bringing all
Facebook services to a halt.”
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This, among Facebook’s many controversies, put the platform in a bad light yet
again. Chris adds, “FB is taking a hit on its brand due to a number of factors, including
perpetuating fake news. I think all these will result in a bigger negative outlook on the
brand.”

And on the off chance of something this big happening again, what
considerations can marketers need to note?
“I think it was yet another reminder to both brands and consumers that they can’t
have all their eggs in one basket. I don’t necessarily think the outage hurt Facebook’s
bottom line in the near-term, but it may have been the impetus needed for people
to consider other solutions. In our case, for example, the loss of WhatsApp had us
revisiting Google Chat and keeping it in mind as a decent communication option,”
expresses Rocky.
Terrie affirms, “Beyond the FB crash, I think given all that’s happening with
Zuck’s [sic] empire, we need to really consider what a world without Facebook might
mean for brands/businesses/ads and by extension, us (marketers).”
In essence, businesses/brands that rely heavily on Facebook should take a
closer look into their strategy after this wake-up call.
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A lot of predictions from late 2019 to late 2020 may have come true but the
pandemic stopped some from fruition, too. That said, what might we continue to see
in the digital space next year?

TIKTOK
In 2022, video is *still* king but clips will be shorter. According to HubSpot,
89% of global marketers plan to continue investing in short-form video content. In
this regard, TikTok reigns supreme across industries as brands are just beginning to
better understand how to utilise it for marketing.

CONVERSATIONAL COMMERCE & EPHEMERAL CONTENT
“Facebook has been repeatedly telling its partners of the power of
Conversational Content, and that remains true until today. I don’t think any platform
has fully determined how to best support social sellers who rely on Messenger and
WhatsApp to sell their products and not all of their advertising solutions have been
rolled out globally,” states Rocky.
While Twitter Fleets and LinkedIn Stories died a natural death, Facebook and
Instagram Stories have successfully established a steady user base that have been
expanding through the years.
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HYBRID EVENTS (AND WORK)
Flexible work arrangements have been around even before 2020, but it just
became an option for a lot of jobs after most of us who can work remotely took that
option since the early onslaught of the pandemic. In fact, technical support for virtual
offices, huddle rooms, and things related to hybrid work and learning will grow six
times by 2025.
“Hybrid work is going to be big, then hybrid events (in-person with virtual
components or the other way around) will dominate,” claims Terrie.

ARTIFICIAL INTELLIGENCE (AI)
Artificial Intelligence (AI) is making waves as “the new frontier” that drives better
user experience (UX) and enhanced technology. It’s growing in relevance in terms of
system automation and the significant features like background noise suppression,
virtual backgrounds, and more.
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About Hashtag Interactive
Hashtag Interactive is a Singapore and Manila-based digital marketing agency
that offers digital solutions for real-world marketing. Covering everything from digital
strategy and transformation, performance marketing, content strategy, and social
media marketing, Hashtag Interactive optimises brands and companies for the digital
age.
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